Terms & Conditions of NVIDIA’s Emerging AI Chapters Program

1. As members of NVIDIA’s Emerging AI Chapters Program (the “Program”), you commit to:

   • Promote NVIDIA’s GTC Conferences to your community and through social posts on your channels
   • Encourage your community members to register as NV developers at https://developer.nvidia.com/developer-program so they can benefit from Nvidia perks such as Deep Learning Institute courses, online technical collaterals, beta SDK access, etc.
   • Identify one candidate for DLI ambassador (technical lead in the community)
   • Have your developers complete 90% of any Deep Learning Institute courses given within a 3 months’ timeframe
   • Submit at least one NVIDIA technology-based use case or blog per quarter to Nvidia community managers
   • Submit projects to the Jetson project of the month program where applicable

2. You agree to give NVIDIA a non-exclusive, non-transferable, worldwide license to use the logo or brand of your organization in any promotional materials for the length of your membership.

3. NVIDIA holds the right to remove an organization from the program at any time for any reason, including not upholding the commitments in section 1.

4. In the application phase and in the course of the program membership, NVIDIA may acquire access to your personal data or personal data of your members. Such personal data will be handled in line with NVIDIA’s Privacy Policy